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Massive star X-rays Massive star X-rays vsvs. solar-type X-rays. solar-type X-rays

Radiation-driven stellar windsRadiation-driven stellar winds

The wind-shock paradigmThe wind-shock paradigm

X-ray spectroscopy of massive stars: DataX-ray spectroscopy of massive stars: Data

Kinematics of the shock-heated windKinematics of the shock-heated wind

Are mass-loss rates lower than we thought?Are mass-loss rates lower than we thought?
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Crab Nebula, WIYNCrab Nebula, WIYN

1000 yr old supernova remnant1000 yr old supernova remnant



explosive mass lossexplosive mass loss

eta eta Carina, HSTCarina, HST



NGC 6888 Crescent Nebula - Tony NGC 6888 Crescent Nebula - Tony HallasHallas

wind-blown bubble: steady mass-losswind-blown bubble: steady mass-loss



No spatial information from imaging?No spatial information from imaging?

……use use spectroscopyspectroscopy





Johann Bode, UranographiaJohann Bode, Uranographia

ττ Scorpii: 20 M Scorpii: 20 Msunsun
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The Sun at different wavelengthsThe Sun at different wavelengths
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low-mass starslow-mass stars high-mass starshigh-mass stars

Stellar rotation vs. X-ray luminosityStellar rotation vs. X-ray luminosity





M17 - massive star clusterM17 - massive star cluster
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ChandraChandra X-rays:  X-rays: softsoft  mediummedium  hardhard





Spectroscopic asideSpectroscopic aside





Radiation-driven stellar windsRadiation-driven stellar winds



Prinja Prinja et al. 1992, et al. 1992, ApJApJ, 390, 266, 390, 266

Velocity  (km/s)Velocity  (km/s)
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The The momentummomentum in starlight drives massive stellar winds in starlight drives massive stellar winds





Doppler Doppler desaturationdesaturation



The wind-shock paradigmThe wind-shock paradigm



1-D 1-D rad-hydro rad-hydro simulation of an O star windsimulation of an O star wind



Feldmeier, et al. 1997Feldmeier, et al. 1997

Shell-shell collisions induced by turbulence at the base of the wind flowShell-shell collisions induced by turbulence at the base of the wind flow



The clumping in 2-D simulations (density shownThe clumping in 2-D simulations (density shown
below) is on quite below) is on quite small scalessmall scales

Dessart & Owocki 2003, Dessart & Owocki 2003, A&AA&A, 406, L1, 406, L1





The DataThe Data



ChandraChandra launched in 1999 -  launched in 1999 - 50 X50 X better spectral resolution better spectral resolution

stationary? - narrow emission linesstationary? - narrow emission lines fast? -fast? -  Doppler broadened linesDoppler broadened lines



ζ ζ PuppisPuppis: 50 M: 50 Msunsun, 10, 106 6 LLsunsun



ζζ Pup Pup



ζζ Pup Pup

Low-mass star (Low-mass star (CapellaCapella) for comparison) for comparison



ζζ Pup Pup

CapellaCapella

Ne Ne XX Ne Ne IXIX Fe XVIIFe XVII



Ne Ne X:X:
Lyman-Lyman-αα

ζζ Pup Pup

CapellaCapella
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Contours of constant optical depthContours of constant optical depth
(observer is on the left)(observer is on the left)
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The basic wind-profile modelThe basic wind-profile modelτ∗=1,2,8

key parameters: key parameters: RRoo & &  ττ**
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Fitting this model to dataFitting this model to data



τ* = 2.0
Ro = 1.5

ζ Pup: Fe XVII line at 15.014 Å



Confidence limits on fit parametersConfidence limits on fit parameters

95%95%

90%90%

68%68%



Onset of instability-induced shock structure: ROnset of instability-induced shock structure: Roo ~ 1.5 ~ 1.5

1.5 R* = height of 0.5 R*
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A A factor of 3factor of 3 reduction in mass-loss rate over the reduction in mass-loss rate over the
literature value of 8.8 X 10literature value of 8.8 X 10-6 -6 MMsunsun/yr/yr

for for ττ* * = 2= 2

M = 3.0 X 10M = 3.0 X 10-6-6  MMsunsun/yr/yr



ζζ  Pup: Fe XVII line at 15.014 Å - againPup: Fe XVII line at 15.014 Å - again

best-fit: low
mass-loss rate

literature
mass-loss
rate



Different lines, different opacitiesDifferent lines, different opacities

emission linesemission lines
absorption edgesabsorption edges



Mg XII Lyman-Mg XII Lyman-αα: : ττ**=1=1



Fe XVII : Fe XVII : ττ**=2=2



O VIII Lyman-O VIII Lyman-αα: : ττ**=3=3



Empirical Empirical ττ** trend for  trend for ζζ Pup Pup
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opacity, opacity, κκ
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RRoo values for each line are consistent values for each line are consistent



Onset of instability-induced shock structure: ROnset of instability-induced shock structure: Roo ~ 1.5 ~ 1.5

1.5 R* = height of 0.5 R*



What about other stars?What about other stars?



HD93129: O2.5 - most massive (100 HD93129: O2.5 - most massive (100 MMsunsun))

Mg XII Lyman-Mg XII Lyman-αα: : ττ* * = 2.5= 2.5





ζζ Ori: O9.5 Ori: O9.5



Mg XII Lyman-Mg XII Lyman-αα: : ττ* * = 0.1= 0.1

ζζ Ori: O9.5 - less massive Ori: O9.5 - less massive





Wind shock scenario: consistent with X-ray lineWind shock scenario: consistent with X-ray line
profilesprofiles……

……but mass-loss rates must be revisedbut mass-loss rates must be revised
downward!downward!





What about the overall trends inWhat about the overall trends in
massive star X-ray spectra?massive star X-ray spectra?



Observed trend:Observed trend:  higherhigher
mass stars have hardermass stars have harder
X-ray emissionX-ray emission
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Is this a temperature/ionization trend?Is this a temperature/ionization trend?



Recall the wind opacityRecall the wind opacity



Single emission modelSingle emission model  butbut
different wind absorptiondifferent wind absorption

Wind Wind absorptionabsorption  appears toappears to
explain most of the trendexplain most of the trend



Little evidence for a residual ionization trendLittle evidence for a residual ionization trend



……but maybe a second-order effectbut maybe a second-order effect



ConclusionsConclusions

X-ray emitting plasma kinematics: consistent withX-ray emitting plasma kinematics: consistent with
wind-shockwind-shock  modelmodel

ButBut  line profile shapes indicate mass-loss rates areline profile shapes indicate mass-loss rates are
lower than expected (~3 X for highest mass stars;lower than expected (~3 X for highest mass stars;  upup
to 10 times for lower mass stars)to 10 times for lower mass stars)

Global spectral trends also show the importance ofGlobal spectral trends also show the importance of
wind absorption - wind absorption - questionquestion: consistent with lower: consistent with lower
mass-loss rates?mass-loss rates?


